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In recent years, crossdock has become a hot issue in the academic research of logistics 
and supply chain. Crossdock has very broad research scope, from strategy level to specific 
operational aspects of a single crossdock: such as location of crossdock, layout of the 
terminal, resource scheduling inside the terminal, and so on.  
This paper focused on the dock assignment problem of both inbound and outbound 
trucks in crossdock distribution，which had been proved to be a NP-hard problem. The 
model in this paper had following characteristics: ①the inbound and outbound dock were 
strictly distinguished; ②load capacity of outbound trucks was imposed on restrictions; ③
the temporary storage had limited capacity; ④both inbound and outbound trucks were put 
under restraint of time window； ⑤punish cost would be generated if goods cannot be 
transferred on time; ⑥the goods had been unloaded in the garage door may not be able to 
transfer to the truck which had reached in crossdock. 
The two-stage method was adopted to solve this problem. The first stage concentrated 
on the problem of dock assignment, which was the focus of algorithm design in this paper. 
The problem of truck scheduling inside the crossdock was solved in the second stage. Two 
different greedy genetic algorithms were introduced in the two stages. Two problems were 
interrelate, the second problem would influence the solving of the first problem, for the 
sake of feasibility of algorithmic and request of time, the Deterministic Greedy Algorithm 
was adopted in the first stage to solve the second problem to obtain the initial solution, so 
the solution should be optimized in the second stage. 
The Meta-heuristic Algorithm designed in this paper has following characteristics: ①
to generate initial population, factors like the transshipment of goods, penalty cost, 
operation cost were taken full consideration into rules we designed. Experimental results 
show that this method is better than usual random method, and the effect is obvious. ②
According to nature of the problem and requirements of the fitness function, the 
deterministic greedy algorithm was used as the fitness function. ③the repair operators was 















certain extent, this method can compensate defects such as decline of group types and low 
fitness value, which resulting from repairing the infeasible solution.  ④Several crossover 
operators were introduced and the performance of those operators was analyzed in this 
paper, the results demonstrate that the performance of probability uniform crossover is 
superior to that of other operators. Through contrasting with the CPLEX software, we 
found that the greedy genetic algorithm with the probability uniform crossover is superior 
to CPLEX when solving the problem.  
We hope the proposed model and algorithms in this paper can function as a mirror for 
the future research, and also can be used to provide decision support for the crossdock 
scheduling management in logistics companies. 
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